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ABSTRACT
The slope stability is a precise significant problem in geotechnical engineering. Slope stability investigation using computers is
an easy task for engineers when the slope outline and the soil parameters are known. However, the choice of the slope stability
investigation method is not an easy task and effort should be made to collect the field circumstances and the failure
observations in order to appreciate the failure mechanism, which determines the slope stability method that should be used in
the analysis. Two dimensional slope stability methods are the most common used methods among engineers due to their
straightforwardness. Today, both limit equilibrium method (LEM) and finite element method (FEM) based software are
commonly used in geotechnical computations. In this paper, an attempt has been made to accumulate the available slope
stability software information. A list of software available for the slope stability analysis is presented in this paper. Also a brief
introduction and working principles of the software is discussed.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Techniques for investigating security of inclines incorporate basic conditions, outlines, spread sheet programming, and
slope stability PC programs. As a rule, more than one technique can be utilized to assess the security for a specific
slant. For more refined investigations and complex incline, soil, and stacking conditions, PC programs are by and large
used to play out the calculations. PC programs are accessible that can deal with a wide assortment of slope geometries,
soil stratigraphy’s, soil shear quality, pore water weight conditions, outside burdens, and inside soil fortification. Most
projects additionally have abilities for consequently hunting down the most basic slip surface with the least factor of
security and can deal with slip surfaces of both roundabout and non roundabout shapes. Most projects likewise have
designs abilities for showing the information and the aftereffects of the slope stability calculations. Ease of Use. [12]
[14]
A. Methods of Analyzing Slope Stability:
Once the different methods of disappointment are distinguished, a technique for examination ought to be embraced to
survey the steadiness of the slant. There are two essential ways to deal with steadiness investigation: Limit equilibrium
method (LEM) and Finite element method (FEM). [14] The primary distinction between these two investigations
approaches is that the LEM depend on the static of harmony while FEM use the stress‐strain relationship or
constitutive law. [4]
1.Limit Equilibrium Methods (LEM):
Examination of slants has customarily been completed by LEM, which depend on the standards of static balance of
strengths and minutes. [12] A few breaking point balance strategies have been produced for incline security
examinations. Fellenius (1936) presented the primary technique, alluded to as the Ordinary or the Swedish strategy, for
a round slip surface. Religious administrator (1955) propelled the principal strategy presenting another relationship for
the base typical drive. The condition for the FOS subsequently moved toward becoming non‐linear. In the meantime,
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Janbu (1954a) built up a disentangled technique for non‐circular disappointment surfaces, isolating a potential sliding
mass into a few vertical cuts. The summed up methodology of cuts (GPS) was produced in the meantime as a further
improvement of the rearranged strategy (Janbu 1973). Afterward, Morgenstern‐Price (1965), Spencer (1967), Sarma
(1973) and a few others made further commitments with various suspicions for the inter slice powers.
2.Finite Element Method (FEM):
The security factor registered utilizing the LEM is not particularly decided, in light of the fact that it fluctuates with the
suspicion made for the slip surface. The outcome may not be solid if nonhomogeneous and anisotropic stratifications
are considered. In this manner, better approach is to utilize limited component techniques, which process anxiety
conveyance. These strategies are especially helpful for the examination of slant strength when it is liable to different
sorts of stacking or when it has complex geometry. As of late, the limited component technique has been generally
utilized for snappy beginning stage slant solidness analysis. [4] [12] [15] The two methodologies of strength
examination, one in view of point of confinement balance (LE) plans and the other in light of limited component (FE)
standards are broadly utilized as a part of training. These LEM are entrenched for a long time, and hence some of them
are still ordinarily utilized as a part of training for dependability examination. Effortlessness and generally great
outcomes are the benefits of these techniques. Since, the FEM depend on stress‐strain relationship, push redistributions
are without a doubt better processed notwithstanding for a confused issue. This has been discovered one of the
preferences in FE recreations. [16]

2. SOFTWARE FOR SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
A. Software Used for Stability Analysis:
Slope stability analyses today can be performed by utilizing different PC based geotechnical programming.
Programming using limit balance definitions has been utilized for a long time. So also, limited component limited
component programming, in light of constitutive laws and fitting soil models, has drawn developing interest both of
scientists and of experts. Both LEM and FEM based programming are ordinarily utilized as a part of geotechnical
calculations. Additionally, a concise presentation and working standards of the product is presented in the
accompanying areas.
[12]
1.SLIDE
LIDE Software is a program for 2D slant security examination created by RocscienceInc, Toronto Canada. It gives
outline or potentially dissect characteristic slants or synthetic (designed) inclines, for example, cuts, dikes and fills
counting earth dams and holding structures, for example, tieback dividers, and soil nail structures, and waste dumps
framed from mining or mechanical side-effects. It Provides 2D soundness counts in rocks or soils utilizing these
thorough examination techniques: Spencer, Morgenstern-Price, General confine harmony; and non-thorough
techniques: Bishop disentangled, Corps of Engineers, Janbu's improved or remedied, Lowe-Karafiath and
Ordinary/Fellenius. Seeking of the basic slip surface is acknowledged with the assistance of a network or as a slant look
in client characterized zone. Displaying in SLIDE for the investigation was workable for outer stacking, groundwater
and strengths, similar to extra charge and from pseudostatic quakes. Program incorporates likewise probabilistic
investigation utilizing Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube reenactment systems where any info parameter can be
characterized as a irregular variable. Probabilistic examination decides the likelihood of disappointment and
unwavering quality record, which gives better portrayal of the level of security. Back examination serves for estimation
of a support stack with guaranteed required factor of security. Program empowers limited component ground water
leakage investigation. [16][19]
2.PLAXIS:
PLAXIS is a 2D finite element computer program for soil what's more, shake investigation, created by PLAXISBV in
participation with a few colleges incorporating DUT in the Netherlands what's more, NTNU in Norway. Genuine
circumstances might be demonstrated either by a plane strain or an axisymmetric show. The program utilizes a helpful
graphical UI that empowers clients to rapidly produce a geometry display and limited component work in view of a
delegate vertical cross section of the current circumstance. The program is pertinent to numerous geotechnical issues,
including soundness examination what's more, enduring state groundwater stream counts. This programming contains
a few FE models and four primary subroutines. These schedules are inputs, figurings, yields and bend plots. The factor
of wellbeing versus removal is plotted from the bend plots sub-schedule. PLAXIS registers the FOS by progressively
decreasing the dirt quality parameters c and tanφ until the point that the disappointment happens. The quality
parameters are consequently diminished until the last estimation step brings about a completely created disappointment
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system. It used to perform miss happening and steadiness investigations for different sorts of geotechnical applications.
[1][15][18][23]
3.SLOPE/W:
SLOPE/W is the main CAD programming item for registering the factor of wellbeing of earth and shake inclines. This
program can adequately break down both straightforward and complex issues for an assortment of slip surface shapes,
pore water weight conditions, soil properties, investigation techniques and stacking conditions. It defined as far as
minute and drive harmony FOS conditions. Point of confinement balance techniques incorporate Morgenstern-Price,
GLE, Spencer, Bishop, Normal, Janbu and so on. It permits joining with other applications. For instance limited
component processed anxieties from SIGMA/W or QUAKE/W to ascertain a steadiness factor by registering both
aggregate shear resistance and assembled shear worry along the whole slip surface. At that point a nearby solidness
factor for each cut is gotten. Utilizing a Monte Carlo approach, program registers the likelihood of disappointment
notwithstanding the customary factor of security. Program has additionally includes like Specify many sorts of inter
slice shear normal constrain capacities, Use probabilistic soil properties, line loads, and piezometric lines, Transient
strength investigations and so on. [20]
4.GSLOPE:
GSLOPE gives restrict balance incline dependability investigation of existing characteristic inclines, unreinforced manmade slants, or inclines with soil support. The program utilizes Bishop's Changed technique and Janbu's Simplified
strategy connected to round, composite, and non-roundabout surfaces. Program handles complex geometries, with up to
20 material sorts, 9 piezometric surfaces, 100 outside line burdens, and 100 layers of fortification. Any reliable
arrangement of units can be utilized, including metric or British units. For pore weights, Ru parameters and
piezometric surfaces can be utilized alone or, on the other hand in blend. Slants can be examined in either course, and
a seismic coefficient is accommodated pseudostatic investigation. [9]
5.STABLE WV:
STABLE WV is a farthest point balance strategies based, windows programming in view of the STABL group of
calculations. It permits investigation utilizing Bishop, Janbu and Spencer technique. Other than tiebacks, nails and
geogrids, adjustment utilizing heaps can likewise be examined. It too gives constant representation of incline geometry,
soil profile, water table and incorporations as information is inputted. [21]
6.FLAC/Slope:
FLAC/Slope is a scaled down form of FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Investigation of Continua) that is planned particularly to
perform factor of security figurings for incline solidness investigation. It utilizes the unequivocal 2D limited contrast
strategy to display slant soundness issues. It is a general examination and configuration device for geotechnical,
common, and mining engineers and can be connected to a wide scope of designing issues. It highlights: A graphical
interface; programmed FOS computation in light of quality lessening system; discretionary slant geometries; numerous
layers; pore weight conditions; heterogeneous soil properties; surface stacking; soil nails; shake jolts and basic
fortification. The detailing can oblige expansive removals and strains and non-straight material conduct, regardless of
the possibility that yield or disappointment happens over an expansive zone or if add up to fall happens.
7.CRISP 2D:
CRISP (CRItical State soil mechanics Program) 2D is a finite element program incorporating critical state models of
soil behavior. Program has been extensively used for many geotechnical problems, including retaining structures,
embankments, tunnels and foundations. It has also been used in the analysis of footings, pile foundations, geotextile
reinforcement, soil nailing, effect of anisotropy, slope stability, borehole stability and construction sequence studies.
Program operates in two dimensional plane strain, or axisymmetric.[3]
8.HYDRUS:
HYDRUS is a limit equilibrium methods based, to use slope software system for Stability of embankments, dams, earth
cuts and anchored sheeting structures., Each time step of water distribution can be analyzed separately. The slip surface
is considered as circular and is evaluated using the Bishop, Fellenius, Morgenstern-Price or the Spencer method. It can
be set as well as the different type of geo-reinforcement or earthquake effects. [11]
9.GEO FEM:
GEO FEM is a finite element package specifically intended for the 2D analysis of deformation and stability in
geotechnical engineering projects and is built on the same original friendly platform as the GEO 4 - geotechnical
software. Quadratic 3 node and 6 node triangular elements are available to model the deformations and stresses in the
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soil. It offers a variety of advanced soil models to simulate the nonlinear, time dependent soil behavior. In addition to
the Mohr - Coulomb, Drucker Prager and Cam Clay models (elastoplastic type of hyperbolic model) are available.[13].
B. Advantages of the Finite Element Method:
The advantages of a FEM to slope stability analysis over traditional LEM can be summarized as follows:
No assumption needs to be made in advance about the shape or location of the failure surface. Failure occurs naturally
through the zones within the soil mass in which the soil shear strength is unable to sustain the applied shear stresses.
Since there is no concept of slices in the FE approach, there is no need for assumptions about slice side forces. The
FEM preserves global equilibrium until failure is reached. If realistic soil compressibility data are available, the FE
solutions will give information about deformations at working stress levels. The FEM is able to monitor progressive
failure up to and including overall shear failure. [4][15]
C. Research on Slope Stability Analysis:
Several research studies has been performed by the several authors to assess stability of slope. Brief summary of these
studies is presented below. Ismail et al. (2012) presented the factor of safety (FOS) and Strength reduction factor (SRF)
computed by LEM and FEM with shear strength reduction technique for the four critical conditions are close to each
other where the percentages of difference are all less than 6%. So, both methods are satisfactory for engineering usage
in the stability analysis of earth-fill dam. M. Rabie (2013) presented that classical LEM are highly conservative
compared to the FEM. For assessment of the factor of safety for slope using the later technique, no assumption needs to
be made in advance about the shape or location of the failure surface, slice side forces and their directions. Maula and
Zhang (2011) presented Most of the FOS obtained from Plaxis 2D program are slightly larger than those obtained from
Geo Studio 2007 with only few exceptions. These results are reasonable and are expected. The differences between the
two programs results are, however, small. T. X. Tran presented the results obtained from the LEM and FEM analyses
are very agreeable and reasonable. The LEM and FEM can be used to predict the dam stability as well as behaviors
during design. Those methods can be considered useful approaches for solving the stability problems. HAO Fengshan
and WANG Lei presented the engineering case analysis shows that the application of model in evaluating slope
stability can achieve good effect. The engineering example indicates that the new assessment method FEM is
reasonable and feasible, and it provides a new idea for slope assessment. Finally, the safety factor of the reinforced
slope is calculated, and the result shows that the calculated indexes can meet the requirement of the specifications. J.
Pruska presented the problems of stability of the natural slope that the associated safety factor corresponds to the one
obtained by the c - ϕ reduction algorithm and comparison with classical methods. As compared to FEM Software
approaches, the plasticity based on Drucker Prager appears to yield comparable results. Generally numerical methods
are more flexible when more general slip surfaces occur. Sachpazis (2013) presented the slope stability at the three
above mentioned discrete loading cases of the Carsington Earth Embankment Dam was analyzed and results between
the Shear Strength Reduction (S.S.R.) Analysis Method and the Limit Equilibrium Analysis Method (LEM) based on
the method of slices are comparable and similar.

3. Conclusions
Following conclusions are drawn from the review of research papers of slope stability analysis:
FEM has been shown to be a reliable and robust method for assessing the factor of safety of slopes. One of the main
advantages of the FEM is that the factor of safety emerges naturally from the analysis without the user having to
commit to any particular form of the mechanism a priori. The FE approach for determining the factor of safety of
slopes has satisfied the criteria for effective computer aided analysis. The factor of safety differences between the finite
element method and limit equilibrium method results are small. Any failure mode develops naturally, there is no need
to specify a range of trail surface in advance. Multiple failure surfaces evolve naturally. LEM have been the primary
method used in estimating the stability of slope for decades. However, due to some of the shortcomings of LEM, the
FEM is a great tool to model non-linear stress-strain behavior of materials and understand the stability based on
deformations .There is no concept of slices in the FE approach, there is no need for assumptions about slice side forces.
No assumption needs to be made in advance about the shape or location of the failure surface.
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